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Introduction
Navjivan Foundation is a Delhi based non profit making organization engaged in the welfare of
the society as a whole, since its formation under Trust Act on dated 16th September 2003 with
keeping ambition to provide service to all kind of people across the country with six member’s
young board. On primary stage it’s Regd. Office keep at A-5/256.JJ Colony,Bhalsawa,Delhi.On
dated 03rd Nov. 2003 this organization opened bank account under Canara Bank at Green Park
Extn.,New Delhi having Account No.-43267.On this month it also applied for 80G certificate to the
income-tax department on dated 24th Nov. 2003.On dated 28th December 2003 the members of
the organization with full effort arrange a camp on widows welfare camp and donate some
finance to them for their self depend and there after on the month of February 2004 arrange
second camp on-Awareness on HIV/AIDS and sex education. Both the camps are arranged in
Delhi state. On dated 09th March 2004 organization goes to for registration.
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Detailed Reports
(1/1)Ladies Prompt-Country Fast
Ladies is the main strength of a family. She may form a family in better way and destroy family.
This means ladies has special role of a family. Generally in a civilized family earner of the family
deposit his earning on end of the month near ladies and she control all with her talent but when
the earning person of a family die, the role of a ladies shot down with sock and at this movement
to rebuild her financial assistance is purely needed. So keep up in our mind organization arrange
a camp on widow with some financial Aid and advice them to make self help group and utilize this
money in proper way.
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Purpose Of Camp
On 28 December 2003 Navjivan Foundation team arranged a camp on widow welfare-financial
aid and try to make self help group among women and take benefit. In this day in Bhalsawa gaon
in Delhi women get chance for understanding benefit of self help group. More over our purpose
was to active women to save family after death of earning person of the family. On this camp our
some financial aid and understanding regarding self-help group improve the mental standard of
women.

Research Plan
With the busy hours member of organization collect some statistics from village people, showing
under table.
SL
Particulars
Figure
01
Covering Houses
500
02
03
04
05
06

Population
General Women
Widow Women
People Going Out Side Village
Education Standard
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3500
742
23
85% Of Population
75% Of Population

(2/2)Detailed Report

Prevent Is Better Than Cure
Without any disease and sound sleep a man can show his fine performance. So we should
always keep our body and mind fresh and try to distance from disease. Generally some diseases
are curable and some like HIV/AIDS which incurable we should take active steps on it. This type
of disease starts from sex. So safe sex is purely needed and on this behalf every human nature
should have knowledge on safe sex and use of condom.
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AIDS

From survey its known that Nepali women trafficked to India and forced in to the sex trade has
found that nearly 40% of them were HIV positive by the time they were repatriated, US
researchers said on Tuesday. Some as young as seven, most of whom were lured or forced in to
prostitution in cities such as Mumbai, Pune, Delhi and Kolkata. The findings published in the
Journal of the American Medical Association come from a study of 287 women who found their
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way home after years of sex slavery in India’s brothels and underscore the challenge facing
public health authorities to contain India’s HIV epidemic. “The high rate of HIV we have
documented support concerns that sex trafficking may be a significant factor in maintaining the
HIV epidemic in India and in the expansion of this epidemic to lower prevalence neighbors,” said
jay Silverman, Associate Professor of Society, Human Development, and Health at Harvard
School of Public Health. India has 2.5 million people living with HIV/AIDS, more than any other
country except South Africa and Nigeria and is a major hub for sex workers from Nepal and
Bangladesh. Another recent study found that the number of infected sex workers in Nepal
increased 24 fold in the decade from 1991 to 2002.World bank officials have warned that the
cross border sex trade presents a potential public health threat to Nepal.*40% Nepali women
trafficked to India were HIV positive by the time they were repatriated.*24% increase in the
number of infected sex workers in Nepal between 1992 to 2002.
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Purpose Of Camp
To give awareness for the society. Every alive thing has sex, but it happens in interval of period to
create another generation. In the case of human society it uses for amusement and it have no
time and no season. To keep in our mind ,we try to give knowledge for the society on safe sex
,we arrange a camp on awareness on HIV/AIDS and request for using condom on the period of
sex. On dated 22nd February 2004 organization arrange this camp in Siddarth Enclave Sarai
Kalekhan in Delhi. On children this is a tragedy with AIDS like as *5.7 million cases of AIDS in
India.*By 2010 the country shall have over 20 million HIV positive people.*2.2 million children are
infected by AIDS.*Over 35% of AIDS cases are below 25 years of age.*50% of all new infections
are reported between 15 to 29 years olds.* 85% of infections in India are transmitted through
unprotected sexual intercourse. Only 59% of adolescents in the country are familiar with
condoms. Only 47% of sexual active youngsters use condoms consistently.*Some 40% of the
HIV positive people in UP alone are below the age of 25 years,

Research Plan
On this day we arrange in Delhi and in between collect some data on total houses covered and
total population analysis as under.
SL
Particulars
Figure
01
Covering Houses
525
02
Population
3675
03
General Women
992.985
04
Widow Women
36.015
05
People Going Out Side Village
3601.5
06
Education Standard
3528
07
Hindu,Muslim,Chirstian,Others
50%,25%,10%,15%
08
Old,Male,Child
19%,30%,23%
09
10
11

People under Training-Male,Female,Child,Old
Per Capita Income
Leprosy-Male,Female,Child,Old

341.775,185.22,50.715,41.895
2200/11.025,15.435,11.411,10.474

12

Physical Handicaped-Male,Female,Child,Old

33.075,41.16,16.905,13.965
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GOVERNMENT TURNED
After trying out every other medium to reach out to the young generation, the Govt. has now
turned to the interest to create awareness on AIDS. That’s not all. Beginning August 21, millions
will also get an SMS- “Do you know your HIV status?” or “Have you got tested for HIV?”. These
are among the many AIDS awareness SMSes being sent out by the National AIDS Control
Organization (NACO) to millions as part of a nationwide campaign to induce more people to get
tested for HIV/AIDS.
NACO’s media campaign so far focused on more conventional media such as the television, print
ads, posters and street plays. Now with 1/3rd of the total HIV infections occurring in young
people, the multimedia campaign has been made more youth-oriented, with NACO sending out
its messages through the internet, cable and satellite services, SMSes and plays at college and
university campuses.
“Only 13% HIV positive people in India know they are infected and despite free testing, only 4.2
million people have got tested last year. This multimedia campaign is designed to help us more
than double the number of people seeking counseling and testing to 10 million by the end of the
financial year,” says an official with the NACO.
Unaids backed data shows there are 2.47 million people living with HIV/AIDS in India. But with
only one in seven of those infected knowing that they are HIV positive, there are chances of them
unknowingly infecting their parents or failing to seek free HIV counseling, testing and treatment
being offered under the national programme.
Not knowing their positive status is a major reason why only 82,000 people have registered to get
free anti-retroviral treatment used to treat AIDS under the government programme. Under the
third phase of the Rs. 11,585 crore National Aids Control Programme (NACP-3) launched two
months ago, NACO plans to offer counseling and testing services to 42 million people by 2012.
*UNAIDS-backed data shows there are 2.47 million people living with HIV/AIDS in India.
*Only one in seven of those infected know that they are HIV-positive.
*One –third of the total HIV infections occur in young people.
*NACO’s multimedia campaign will now been made more oriented.
*From August 21, millions will also get an SMS -“Do you know your HIV status?” or “Have you got
tested for HIV?”.
*NACO’s multimedia campaign is expected to double the number of people seeking counsealing
and testing.
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CALL FOR CHEAP GENERIC DRUGS
UNAIDS on urged countries, including India, to opt for compulsory licensing under the Trips
agreement to ensure people in need have access to cheap generic second generation drugs to
treat HIV/AIDS. Compulsory Licensing allows countries to manufacture or import cheaper generic
(copycat) versions of patented life-saving drugs in a medical emergency.
India is the world’s biggest manufacturer of cheep unpatented drugs in the world. “Govt. can not
say they don’t have money for the more expensive second generation drugs and abandon people
under free treatment under national programmes. Governments have the responsibility to ensure
care and if needed, go for compulsory licensing to import manufacture patented drugs. Other
countries should follow the Thailand example,” says J.V.R. Prasada Rao, Dorector, Regional
Support Team, UNAIDS. India provides free first-generation drugs to 82,000 people living with
HIV/AIDS. “India is one of the world’s largest producers of second-generation anti-retroviral used
to treat HIV/AIDS and yet it does not provide it under its national programme,”said Prasada Rao,
who was a secretary in the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. India has the largest number of
people living with HIV/AIDS in the Asia Pacific region, of the 5.4 million people living with
HIV/AIDS in the region, roughly half-2.47 million-live in India.
Yet India accounts for about a third of the people getting AIDS medicines under the government
programme- India accounts for 82,000 of the 2, 35,000 people who get AIDS drugs under public
health programmes in the region. “Countries in the region would support Thailand that defied big
Parma to save lives. I have been HIV positive for 16 years, and if it wasn’t for medicines, I would
have died years ago,” said Sheeba, regional coordinator, Asia Pacific Network of Positive People.
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